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Series of recent news headlines. Notice that the Largest fire in several state’s history has occurred in the recent 
past. Finally a slide previewing the later discussion on Climate Change
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After looking through the headlines here are a series of thoughts and questions that I had
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This chart shows the total acres burned each year since 1970. Note the 10mil acre mark was topped in 2015 (All 
data is pulled from NIFC’s web page). 
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These two charts were generated from raw NIFC data and show average acres burned annually per decade and avg
annual number of fire per decade. Notice the opposing trends.
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Again raw data from NIFC. Showing the obvious average fire size increase sine the 1970’s and the rise of the “Mega 
Fires” or fires over 100,000 acres. NIFC data on their web site only goes back to 1997 on the 100,000 acre fires. 
Data does show that these “Mega” fires did occur prior to this data set but they were much rarer. Example is the 
Yellowstone Fires in the late 1980s.
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NC Data to contrast the national data. Notice that the trends are opposite the national trends.
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Second slide of NC Specific data. Notice the bumps in the fires over 100ac. These match up with extreme or 
exceptional drought years as triggered by La Nina
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In NC we have often referred to our fire season as annual especially in the sandhills. Is there any data to support a 
longer fire season nationally? This research by Westerling indicates that not only is fire season starting sooner it is 
going much longer (up close to Christmas in some cases). Notice the mean burn time. Going from less than a week 
in the 1970’s to almost 2 months in the 2000’s
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Does IMT availability have much to do with this issue of larger longer burning fires? For the most part the number 
of IMTs has stayed the same over the last 14 years. Note: Information in State Sponsored Teams is very hard to find. 
Most states including NC do not have any information on their teams on their website. Also of importance is that 
many  of these teams have shortages at critical positions and do not have some positions filled on their team 
roster. Only stating fill upon dispatch. Thus it is unlikely that all of these teams could be dispatched at any given 
time
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Aviation resources are a hot topic and often debated. Large & Very Large Air Tankers (VLAT) are at the top of the 
list. Even when you include the Call when needed aircraft it is  hard to miss the sharp decline in those available to 
the USFS since the early 2000’s.
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As a sharp contract to the air tankers the number of Hot Shot Crews has steadily increased over the years. The 
spike in crews during the early 2000’s was due to an emphasis on increasing this capability in the National Fire Plan.
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Could Climate Change be the cause. As we saw earlier fire season has increased by over 100 days in the last 40 
years. At least 1 research paper thinks so…
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What data is out there to back up the climate change possibility. Theory is that early snow melt has a direct 
correlation to earlier fire season activity in the west. Data shows that
Spring temps has increase by as much as 5° in western states since the 1970’s
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Average Annual temps are also increasing in the West
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Trailer for Untamed Science “The Big Picture of Wildland Fires in 90 Seconds”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-haJHutc4d8&feature=youtu.be

The full video Untamed Science “Wildland Fire Basics + How to Think About Them!”
https://youtu.be/F7yLPUzRoeY

Ist place that I saw the term Fire Paradox
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-haJHutc4d8&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/F7yLPUzRoeY


Research published in the July 2018 Journal of Forestry. Reinforcing that we need to rethink our national wildfire 
policies if we expect to break the cycle of large fires.
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Tying up the presentation with some news clips on how we can look to solve the Paradox. Finishing up with 
Collaborative efforts in NC to Rx burn large acreages across the  landscape. My contention is that the NC Prescribed 
Fire Council and it’s members can make a difference and that we are part of the solution through projects like 
these.
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